
Sunday 18th January 2015 

Waltham Sunday League Challenge Cup Third Round Match at Hazelwood Sports Ground (Pitch One) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.35.a.m. (Referee taking his time) 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS ............. 0 UPSHIRE ................................ 2     Half-Time: N/A 

MATCH ABANDONED AFTER 45 MINUTES DUE TO INJURY (Daniel Cascoe) 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-1-4-1) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Alan BARNARD   

9 RB Leon McKENZIE-McKAY   

17 CH Terry MOORE   

6 CH George STAHLMANN   

2 LB Krishan SINGH    

15 RM Jack BANGS   

4 CM Danny HAGAN (Captain)   

16 CM Holding Daniel CASCOE OFF (Inj.) 45  

7 CM Tem ADIL   

12 LM Tony ECCLES   

14 CF Lexton HARRISON   

SUBSTITUTES 

11 Not Used Daniel DALEY   

3 Not Used Martin CRUICKSHANK   

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us: 
 

MANAGER: Simon Jackson CLUB LINESMAN: Martin Cruickshank 

ATTENDANCE: 13 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): N/A OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): N/A 

REFEREE: Newton Gordon REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): N/A 

BOOKINGS: Danny Hagan & Jordan Rutherford (Upshire) (Ungentlemany Conduct...16 Mins.)  

SENDING-OFFS: Alex Brooks (Upshire) (Foul on Cascoe...44 Mins.), Krishan Singh (Violent Conduct...After Abandonment)  

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Cloudy and very cold. No wind.  

STATE OF PITCH: Soft, muddy & badly churned up. Long grass. 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (5 Players) Tyronne Petrie (Working), Ivan Bass (Working) 

Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: Khaheem McKenzie (Working ?), Grant Baker (GK) ('No Show'), Ryan Foreman ('No Show') 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-4-2):  1. John Sapsford (GK); 5. Mark Daveney (RB...Captain), 18. Michael Finneran (CH), 6. Matt 

Attard (CH), 10. Denny Webb (LB); 12. Dan Adams (RM), 8. Alex Brooks (CM), 7. Jordan Rutherford (CM), 23. Jack Daveney 

(LM); 4. David Ayres (CF), 14. Ben Darwin (CF)  

 Subs.:  ? (None Used)  
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Darwin (7 Mins.), Brooks (33 Mins (Pen.)) 
 

 

MATCH REPORT 

With this match against Premier Division Champions and recent FA National Sunday Cup Semi-Finalists Upshire having already been called off 

twice due to waterlogged pitches, it was third time lucky as we finally got the game started, but unfortunately it will now need a fourth 

attempt to get the match played after an abandonment just before Half-Time when Daniel Cascoe suffered a dislocated and broken ankle 

after a bad challenge near the centre-circle for which Upshire's Alex Brooks was sent off. Although we were badly let down by goalkeeper 

Grant Baker and midfielder Ryan Foreman both failing to turn up, thereby resulting in several players having to play out of position...which 

is 'typical Rovers' whenever we are playing a top Premier Division team...we were not overawed by our 'illustrious' opponents and it wasn't 

until the 7th minute that either side had a shot at goal. Unfortunately that resulted in Upshire taking the lead when Ben Darwin fired in 

from an acute angle past stand-in goalkeeper Alan Barnard, who opted to stay on his line instead of rushing out to close down Darwin down 

like a proper goalkeeper would have done. It was a silly goal to concede and we let in another bad one in the 33rd minute when Krishan Singh 

missed an easy clearance with an air shot and brought down Upshire midfielder Dan Adams instead for an obvious penalty which Alex Brooks 

easily converted to make it 2-0. Up until then, Upshire had only managed one other decent effort apart from their first goal, with Barney 

tipping a well-struck shot from Jack Daveney over the bar as we generally defended really well. However, with Lexton Harrison isolated on 

his own up front, we never looked like scoring ourselves, with Tem Adil having our only effort at goal (into the side netting from long 

distance). Unfortunately though, there had been a few verbals and off-the-ball incidents going on since fairly early on, and although Referee 

Newton Gordon booked Danny Hagan and Upshire's Jordan Rutherford in the 16th minute for one of them, things continued to get heated in 

the centre of midfield between Hagan, Cascoe and Upshire's two central midfielders Rutherford and Brooks, ending with the challenge on 

Cascoe in the 44th minute which gave Referee Gordon no option but to abandon the match with feelings running high and Cascoe unable to 

be moved. On top of Mike Sharman's season-ending injury back in October, it was another devastating blow for us as Cascoe had been our 

best player in this match and had really been making an effort to improve his fitness and work-rate so far this season. Hopefully some of the 

rest of our players can buck their ideas up and make more of an effort to get out of bed on a Sunday morning (or at least let us know when 

they are unavailable) so that we can make every effort to win a trophy for Cas and Mike this season.                           LAURENCE HUGHES 


